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STATEMENT OF THE CASE
Nature 0f the Case

I.

The main

issue in this case concerns the character 0f the

(“Blackhawk, Inc.” and “Respondent”)1 received from selling
subsidiary,

Blackhawk

central question

Group Unlimited,

Industries Products

its

its

ownership

LLC

Industries, Inc.

interest in a

(“B1ackhawk, LLC”). The

Whether there are sufﬁcient connections between the income from the sale in

is

the state 0f Idaho t0 constitutionally permit Idaho to tax the

In

income Noell

decision, the District Court failed t0

make

income

as “business income.”

a determination 0n this question and

improperly decided the case on an unpleaded issue. Instead of determining the character 0f the

income from the
relationship

the

two

0f Blackhawk, LLC, the District Court determined the character of the

between Blackhawk,

entities

Blackhawk,

sale

Inc.

and Blackhawk, LLC. The

were not sufﬁciently related

Inc.

In deciding the case

and substantively

on

to

this

be “unitary” and found

unpleaded

the Idaho State

the District Court’s decision

that Idaho could not tax

issue, the District

Tax Commission (“Commission”) asks

Which denied

its

Court procedurally

summary judgment

Commission asks

in favor

that this matter

this

Court t0 reverse

motion for summary judgment 0n the business-

income question. The Commission also asks the Court

the

Court determined that

erred.

On appeal,

granting

District

of Blackhawk,

t0 reverse the District Court’s decision

Inc.

on the unitary—business

issue.

Finally,

be remanded to District Court for further proceedings as

1

Throughout the brieﬁng before the District Court, this entity was referred to as “Noell Industries.” While this
appellation was chosen by the Respondent early in the case, it does not accurately represent the history 0f this entity.
From 1993 until the sale 0f Blackhawk, LLC in 2010, this entity was known as Blackhawk Industries, Inc. At all
times relevant t0 this case, that was its designation. As the relationship between Blackhawk, Inc. and Blackhawk,

LLC

is

important to this case,

closely they operated.

The

it is

more appropriate

to refer t0

them by their shared name

to better demonstrate

how

Blackhawk,

Inc.

appellation used throughout this brief to refer to Noell Industries, Inc.
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is

there remains an undetermined issue concerning

how Blackhawk,

Inc.’s tax liability is

calculated.

Course 0f Proceedings

II.

This case originated before the Commission as an administrative appeal of a notice of

deﬁciency determination issued by the Commission’s audit bureau. In that appeal, Blackhawk,
Inc.

sought review of the Commission’s determination that Blackhawk, Inc.’s sale of Blackhawk,

LLC

constituted taxable business income. Blackhawk, Inc. also requested that the

consider employing an alternate method for determining

methods tended

to overtax

Blackhawk,

The Commission considered
Blackhawk,

Inc.

during

its

appeal.

method

Commission used an

by

the

Inc. ’s

of

Blackhawk,

alternative

Inc. relative to its footprint in Idaho.

At the conclusion 0f the administrative appeal,
Blackhawk,

that

LLC was taxable business

for determining

tax liability, arguing that the standard

additional information and argument presented

Commission issued a decision ﬁnding
Blackhawk,

its

Commission

income from the

sale

income. The Commission also found that the standard

Inc.’s tax liability

method

that

would overtax Blackhawk,

reduced Blackhawk, Inc.’s tax

Inc.

liability

The

from

$3,431,686 to $1,140,489.

Blackhawk,
complaint

it

Blackhawk,

Inc.

appealed the Commission’s decision to the District Court. In

its

asked the District Court t0 reverse the Commission’s determination that the sale of

LLC was business

income and

determine Blackhawk, Inc.’s tax

liability;

to further

modify the Commission’s method used

to

thereby resulting in an even greater reduction in tax

liability.

Blackhawk,
In

its

new

memorandum

Inc.

then submitted

in support

issue for the ﬁrst time:

it

its

motion for summary judgment

t0 the District Court.

0f its motion for summary judgment, Blackhawk,

Inc. presented a

asked the District Court to determine whether Blackhawk,

APPELLANT IDAHO STATE TAX COMMISSION’S BRIEF
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Inc.

and

Blackhawk,

LLC were “unitary.”

It

also asked the Court to reverse the

Commission’s decision

regarding the business income issue.

The Commission ﬁled a response
its

own

cross motion for

Commission

to

Blackhawk, Inc’s motion for summary judgment and

summary judgment.

In

its

response t0 Blackhawk, Inc’s motion, the

obj ected t0 the Court hearing the unitary business issue as that issue

pleaded by Blackhawk, Inc. The Commission also argued in both
cross motion for

by the

summary judgment that

District Court. Finally,

it

determining Blackhawk, Inc.’s

its

its

was not

answering brief and in

its

business income determination should be afﬁrmed

requested that the District Court afﬁrm

its

alternative

method

for

liability.

Following the standard brieﬁng and the District Court’s hearing, the District Court
requested additional brieﬁng. Speciﬁcally, the District Court sought brieﬁng 0n two issues:

1)

how

other jurisdictions have applied the business—income concept in cases with similar facts;

and 2) Which party bears the burden of proving

that the alternate

method

for determining tax

liability is reasonable.

After each party provided the requested briefs, the District Court entered
this matter.

Blackhawk,

The Court determined
Inc.’s

LLC t0 be unitary.

judgment and granted Blackhawk,

method

on the unitary business issue ﬁrst raised

motion for summary judgment.

sufﬁcient ties t0 Blackhawk,

alternate

the case

It

It

Inc.

had tax

in

denied the Commission’s motion for summary

Inc.’s motion. It did not consider the question

was secondary to

liability.

The Commission timely appealed

decision in

decided that Blackhawk, Inc. lacked

for determining tax liability as that issue

whether Blackhawk,

its

t0 this Court.

APPELLANT IDAHO STATE TAX COMMISSION’S BRIEF
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concerning the

the question 0f

Statement 0f Facts

III.

The

facts

0f this case are mostly undisputed. In 1993, Michael Noell formed the

S corporation Blackhawk Industries,

Inc.,

now known

Navy SEAL, formed Blackhawk,

Virginia. R., pp. 000161-2. Mr. Noell, a former

to sell tactical

and combat

gear. R., p.

0001

10.

as Noell Industries, Inc., under the laws of

He was

inspired t0 start the

Inc. in order

company following

a

near-death experience caused by poorly fabricated combat gear While he operated in a combat
zone. R., p. 0001 10.

Mr. Noell started the company from his garage in Virginia.

R., p.

0001

He

10.

designed,

marketed, and sold tactical gear that was more robust “so that none of his buddies” in the
military

would be put

at risk

Mr. Noell transformed the

from

little

failing

equipment. R.,

p.

000044. Over the next ten years,

business in his garage (R., p. 0001 10) into a multi-state business

with revenue in the millions 0f dollars. R.,

p.

000219. Blackhawk,

Inc.

“quickly grew into an

Industry leader as a result 0f [Mr. Noell’s] ability t0 develop superior products and market

using his large network of Industry contacts.” R.,

On January

1,

interest in

liability

this contribution

Blackhawk, LLC.

company formed 0n December

Blackhawk,

R., p.

Mr. Noell continued

Inc.

tier,

the

p.

000176. In

to direct the Vision

Blackhawk business continued 0n

0f the Blackhawk business. R.,

p.

as

it

had

000202. Mr.

CEO and was a member 0f its board 0f

000202-4. In his capacity as president and

for directing the Vision

2003. R.,

net assets t0

received a controlling 78.54% membership

Noell served as Blackhawk, LLC’s president and
directors. R., pp.

1,

its

000176.

After the formation of this second

before.

000219.

2004, Mr. Noell directed Blackhawk, Inc. t0 contribute

Blackhawk, LLC, a limited
exchange for

p.

them

of Blackhawk [LLC] and overseeing

with a particular focus 0n product development.” R.,

p.

CEO, Mr. Noell was
all

aspects of Blackhawk [LLC],

000202,

APPELLANT IDAHO STATE TAX COMMISSION’S BRIEF
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“responsible

1]

1.

Mr. Noell in tandem with

an executive management team, directed
9,

all

of the business 0f Blackhawk, LLC. R., pp. 000278-

1N 2-3.

LLC, Blackhawk,

Additionally, following the formation of Blackhawk,

receive nearly

100% 0f its income from the

2009, Blackhawk,

LLC

14 and R., p. 0003 19,

1.

tactical gear business.

continued to

As an example of this,

21. In comparison,

from

all

Inc. received

from Blackhawk,

000279,

1]

4.

For

all

11.

LLC made up 99.8%

14-19.

The income

0f its gross revenue in 2009.

company, subject
000279,

1]

owned

times relevant t0 this matter, Mr. Noell

0f Blackhawk, Inc? R.,

interest

to oversight

p.

000067,

1}

1.

1.

other sources combined, Blackhawk, Inc.

Mr. Noell also continued 0n as the president 0f the parent company, Blackhawk,
p.

in

generated $10,496,500 0f income for Blackhawk, Inc. R., p. 0003 10,

received $18,948 in income and $404,472 0f loss. R., p. 0003 10,

Blackhawk,

Inc.

He had

or controlled

all

Inc.

R.,

ownership

“authority over ordinary decisions 0f that

by the Board of Directors, of which

[he]

was a member.”

R., p.

4.

Mr. Noell was not the only shared executive between the businesses as Scott Ferros
served as “Vice President (Ofﬁcer)” 0f Blackhawk, Inc. (R., p. 000199) and as

Chief Financial Ofﬁcer” of Blackhawk, LLC. R.,

LLC, Mr. Ferros was one of two
p.

000279,

ﬁnance,

1]

3.

human

p.

000279,

In his role With Blackhawk,

executives tasked With “directing daily business operations.” R.,

resource, legal, intellectual property, information technology, and operations

Ferros “served as

CFO

1]

2.

Prior to working for Blackhawk, Inc. and Blackhawk,

for Michael’s 0f

Oregon

(a competitor

over 15 years 0f CFO and public accounting experience.” R.,

LLC, Mr.

0f Blackhawk Products) and ha[d]
p.

000202,

1]

2.

Additionally, “Mr.

owned 100% of Blackhawk, Inc. In 2009, he transferred “about one-third of [his] shares to a
0f Which [he] was the trustee.” R., p. 67, 1] 1.

Until 2009, Mr. Noell

trust

2.

Mr. Ferros was responsible for “oversight of Blackhawk [LLC]’s accounting,

functions.” R., p. 000202,

2

1]

“VP Finance and
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Ferros holds a Bachelors 0f Business Administration and Accounting from Western Michigan
University, and

MBA in Finance from the University 0f Portland, and is a Certiﬁed Public

Accountant.” R.,

p.

000202.

Upon joining the Blackhawk business

responsible for “establish[ing] the framework for Blackhawk,

in 2003,

Mr. Ferros was

LLC’s back ofﬁce

infrastructure.”

000202.

R., p.

Following

its

formation of Blackhawk, LLC, Blackhawk, Inc. did not maintain any 0f its

own human resources
between Blackhawk,

services. R., p.

Inc.

000279,

and Blackhawk,

1]

Inc.

Real Estate Holdings,

000199,

R., p.

in

11

the extent needed, the shared executives

p.

000279,

1]

3.

Additionally, Blackhawk,

“shared legal counsel and accounting professionals.” R.,

In addition t0 ownership 0f Blackhawk,

was organized

To

LLC were reliant upon the “full human resources

department” provided by Blackhawk, LLC. R.,

and Blackhawk,

4.

LLC

(“Blackhawk Real

LLC, Blackhawk,

Inc. also

Estate”). R., p. 000199.

2006 and was used by Blackhawk,

p.

000199,

LLC

11

3.

owned Blackhawk

Blackhawk Real Estate

Inc. t0 lease real estate t0

Blackhawk, LLC.

5.

Following the formation of Blackhawk, LLC, the Blackhawk business expanded into
Idaho.

From 2004 through 2010, Blackhawk, LLC

sales in Idaho. Its presence in Idaho

expanded

in

reported that

it

had property, employees, and

2007 When Blackhawk,

LLC

leased a “100,000

square foot factory in Boise, Idaho.” R., p. 000206. This factory served as Blackhawk,

“West Coast operation

The Boise

center.” R., p. 000206.

facility

expanding demand for

LLC’s

its

was put

into service

When Blackhawk, LLC experienced rapidly

“Duty Gear, Body Armor, Nylon Holster and Outdoor/Hunting

Products.” R., p. 000206. Blackhawk,

LLC

stated that this facility “shorten[ed] the time-to—

market” of its products and “reduc[ed] production lead times.” R.,

APPELLANT IDAHO STATE TAX COMMISSION’S BRIEF
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p.

000206. Blackhawk,

LLC

used

this

greatly

step

up

R., p.

Idaho factory to assemble, warehouse, and ship products. “The

complement[ed Blackhawk, LLC’s] back-end

Blackhawk,

LLC

Idaho, Blackhawk, Inc. had as

.

.

Boise factory

and allow[ed] for a signiﬁcant

.

.

.

BlackHawk products.”

for

operated this facility through the business’s sale in 2010.

Between 2007 and 2010, and

9.

meet the increased demand

in U.S. production capacity to

000206.

capabilities

.

much

as a result of having a substantial factory

as $20,165,307

and warehouse

worth ofproperty in Idaho.

R., p.

0003 12,

This amount of property in Idaho comprised 47.6% 0f all of the business’s property. R.,

0003 12,

1.

9.

It

also

had a

based employees during

Blackhawk,

Inc.

as

this

much

as $2,663,813 (or

22.6%) 0f its payroll being paid

period of time. R., p. 0003 12,

had $14,621,425

(or

19.

1.

41%) worth 0f its property

At

in

1.

p.

t0 Idaho-

the time of sale,

located in Idaho and had

$766,173 (0r 13.1%) 0f its payroll being paid to Idaho-based employees.
In 2010, Mr. Noell exercised his control over both Blackhawk, Inc. and Blackhawk,

by

Blackhawk,

directing

Inc. to sell the entirety

gain 0f nearly $120 million. Following

Blackhawk,

Inc. t0

change

Summary

A.

its

name

to

its

sale

p.

0n

000212,

its

1]

distributive share

estate holding

R., p.

000160.

000213,

1]

11.

Inc. transacted business in

0f the income or losses

9 and R., p. 0001 14,

p.

Inc.

of Tax Returns.

income produced by Blackhawk,
income.” R.,

interest in the subsidiary for a net

of Blackhawk, LLC, Mr. Noell directed

Noell Industries,

From 2004 through 2010, Blackhawk,
the state

of its 78.54%

LLC

1.

14.

LLC

During

from the

Blackhawk,

it

received from Blackhawk,

Blackhawk,

this period,

sale

1.

Inc.

LLC.

R.,

considered the

0f tactical gear business to be “business

Inc. also reported losses

from

company, Blackhawk Real Estate Holdings, LLC, Which

business income. R., p. 000310,

Idaho and was taxed by

15 and R., p. 0001 14,

1.
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it

its

out-of-state real

used t0 offset

this

On its 2010 return,

Blackhawk,

ordinary operations 0f Blackhawk,

Inc. reported that

LLC.

R., p.

had $1 12,637,5 14 of non-taxable income from
and

0001 17. Blackhawk,

R., p.

LLC

from

its

Inc.

its

14,

sale

14.

1.

It

also reported that year that

of Blackhawk, LLC. R.,

excluded the income

it

issues

0n appeal

Did the

District Court err

2.

Did the

District

Court

err

the sale of Blackhawk,

Did the

0001

14,

1.

33

1.

35.

ON APPEAL

are as follows:

1.

3.

p.

it

derived from the sale of Blackhawk,

net business income subject to apportionment. R., p. 0001 14,

ISSUES
The

0001

sustained a $1,198,320 loss from the

it

by basing

when

it

its

decision 0n an unpleaded issue?

concluded that Blackhawk, Inc.’s income from

LLC was nonbusiness

District Court err

income?

when it concluded that Blackhawk,

Inc.

and Blackhawk,

LLC were not unitary?

ARGUMENT
Standard 0f Review.

I.

As

this

trier in fact,

matter was presented as cross motions for

summary judgment t0

a judge sitting as

a slightly different standard of review applies than in most reviews of summary

judgment. The Supreme Court typically considers the matter “de novo” and the standard of

review

it

applies

is

the

“same standard applied by the

district court.” Trotter v.

Bank ofN. Y.

Mellon, 152 Idaho 842, 845—46, 275 P.3d 857, 860—61 (2012). This Court has stated that

“[s]ummary judgment
as to

any material

Life Ins.

v.

fact

is

appropriate if the

moving party shows

and the moving party

is

Mark Wallace Dixson Irrevocable

(2009) and I.R.C.P. 56(a).

And “[t]he

Court

is

entitled t0

that there is

judgment

no genuine dispute

as a matter 0f law.”

Trust, 147 Idaho 117, 123,

206 P.3d 481, 487

to liberally construe all disputed facts
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Banner

and draw

all

reasonable inferences from the record in favor 0f the nonmoving party.”

Mackay

v.

Four Rivers

Packing C0., 145 Idaho 408, 410, 179 P.3d 1064, 1066 (2008).

However, when the judge
for

summary judgment,

construe

all

is sitting

the typical standard

disputed facts and draw

party,” the District Court

party. Id. at 410,

as the trier of fact

is

179 P.3d

all

is

modiﬁed. Instead of being required

reasonable inferences

at

1066 and Riverside Dev. C0.
is

permissible because

resolving the conﬂict between those inferences at

drawn by the

70, 72—73,

.

.

.

.

.

The

trial.

conﬂicting evidentiary facts must

The
that

District

District

Court erred by basing

was not pleaded by Blackhawk,

decision

upon

408 P.3d

this

at

t0 “liberally

0f the nonmoving

Ritchie, 103 Idaho 515, 519,

v.

Nettleton

would be responsible
v.

650

for

Canyon Outdoor Media,

test for

reviewing the inferences

Inc.

unpleaded

its

still

It

must be noted

that,

v.

“[e]ven with

be Viewed in favor 0f the nonmoving

70—71.

Court Erred by Deciding

time in Blackhawk, Inc.’s Motion for

its

in favor

motions

whether the record reasonably supports the inferences.” Walker

party.” Nettleton, 163 Idaho at 72—73,

II.

.

.

the court

Hollinger, 132 Idaho 172, 176, 968 P.2d 661, 665 (1998).

.

.

408 P.3d 68, 70—71 (2017). “The

district court is

this permission,

parties ﬁle cross

permitted to draw reasonable inferences against the nonmoving

P.2d 657, 661 (1982). “This

LLC, 163 Idaho

and the

this

Case 0n an Unpleaded

Issue.

decision 0n the “unitary business” issue, an issue

The unitary business

Summary Judgment. As

issue

was

raised for the very ﬁrst

the District Court erred

issue, the District Court’s grant

by basing

0f summary judgment should be

reversed.

“It

raised

has been the rule in Idaho that ‘issues considered 0n

by the pleadings.” Gardner

quoting Argyle
First Security

v.

v.

summary judgment

are those

Evans, 110 Idaho 925, 939, 719 P.2d 1185, 1199 (1986)

Slemaker, 107 Idaho 668, 669, 691 P.2d 1283, 1284 (Ct. App. 1984) citing

Bank ofldaho, N.A.

v.

Absco Warehouse, Ina, 104 Idaho 853, 855, 664 P.2d 281,
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283

(Ct.

App. 1983).

An issue not raised in a party’s pleadings may not be

summary judgment nor may it be considered
C0.

v.

for the ﬁrst time

0n appeal.” Beco Construction

City ofldaho Falls, 124 Idaho 859, 865, 865 P.2d 950, 965 (1993).

issue not properly raised before the District Court,

“considered 0n

As With any other

any such issue “Will not be considered or

Viewed” for the ﬁrst time 0n appeal by the Supreme Court. Beco Construction C0.
Idaho

124 Idaho 859, 865, 865 P.2d 950, 965 (1993) paraphrasing Sun Valley Shopping

Falls,

Center, Inc.

v.

Idaho Power C0., 119 Idaho 87, 93, 803 P.2d 993, 999 (1991) and Citing Laight

Idaho First Nat’l Bank, 108 Idaho 21
This Court in

its

applied. In that matter,

1,

Beco Construction decisions demonstrated how

Beco Construction “sued the

Beco

860, 865 P.2d at 95 1.

faith.” Id. at 860,

865 P.2d

covenant 0f good

faith

at

and

v.

214, 697 P. 2d 1225, 1228 (Ct. App. 1985).

should be

this principle

[City 0f Idaho Falls] alleging that

submitted the 10W bid 0n each proj ect Which the City
Id. at

City 0f

v.

rej ected

it

Without reasonable 0r just cause.”

also “alleged the City’s rejection 0f its bids constituted

bad

95 1. Beco’s complaint failed t0 allege that the City breached the

fair dealing,

however Beco

later

made

this

argument

in its

motion

for

summary judgment.
After a review of the briefs and evidence submitted, the district court entered

judgment
decision

in favor

was

of the City on

all issues.

One of the

issues addressed

by

summary

the district court in

the unpleaded issue of whether the City breached a covenant of good faith and fair

dealing. Id. at 860, 865 P.2d at 95 1.

The

district court

concluded that the City had not breached

any such covenant.

Beco appealed the
court’s conclusion

appeal.

its

district court’s

decision t0 the

0n the breach of the covenant 0f good

The Supreme Court

Supreme Court,
faith

and

fair

listing the district

dealing as an issue on

in that matter recognized that the district court
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had addressed the

question in

its

motion

pleadings” before

for

summary judgment, but concluded that an

may be

it

“considered on

The Supreme Court determined
the

that

summary judgment.”

Id. at

must be “raised by the

865, 865 P.2d at 956.

because the issue was not properly before the

Supreme Court could not consider the question

Id. at

issue

as

it

district court,

was not “properly preserved

for appeal.”

865, 865 P.2d at 956.
Just as With the unconsidered issue in Beco,

business issue in

complaint. Instead, this issue

its

Blackhawk,

was

Inc. failed to raise the unitary

ﬁrst raised in

its

motion for summary

judgment. Accordingly, the issue was not properly before the District Court and

it

should have

declined to consider the issue.

The term “unitary business

relationship”

sufﬁciently related to one another t0 allow

attributable to

some

is

used

to describe

when two

businesses are

tax attributes 0f the related businesses t0 be

one another. To be unitary with one another, the businesses must be

“share[]0r exchange

.

.

.

value

among them,” and have

a “signiﬁcant

35.01 .01.340.01(a). The relationship between the businesses

is

ﬂow

interrelated,

0f value.”

IDAPA

the crux of any unitary business

analysis.

In

its

Blackhawk,

Complaint, Blackhawk, Inc. makes n0 mention of the unitary business principle.
Inc. stated:

7.

The case involves

tax, as a nonresident

the question 0f whether Plaintiff

is

subject to

of Idaho, on gain from the sale of an intangible

asset With a situs in Virginia. That asset
interests in a Virginia limited liability

is Plaintiff’ s

ownership of

company named Blackhawk

Group Unlimited LLC (“Blackhawk LCC”).
0n appeal are Whether the Tax Commission erred

Industries Products
8.

.

.

.

[T]he issues

afﬁrming the deﬁciency determinations and assessing additional
tax and interest in the Decision, related t0 the gain on the sale of the
in

Blackhawk,

LLC

interests, for

reasons that include the following in

paragraphs 9-12 of this Complaint.
9.

The Tax Commission’s assessment of tax on

0f the Blackhawk,

LLC

the gain

interests is inconsistent
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on the

sale

with Idaho law, in

that

it

does not represent business income 0f Plaintiff subject to

apportionment under Idaho Code

63-3027. Instead,

§

it

represents

an investment by Plaintiff, an intangible asset the gain from Which
should be allocated to Virginia, the state 0f Plaintiff s residence.
>X<

>X<

>X<

11. Alternatively, the

Tax Commission’s assessment of tax 0n

LLC

gain on the sale 0f the Blackhawk,

Process and

interests violates the

Commerce Clauses 0f the United

the

Due

States Constitution

and the comparable provisions 0f the Idaho Constitution. The state
0f Idaho has insufﬁcient contacts with Plaintiff to justify taxation 0f
this income in Idaho.
12. Alternatively

.

.

the

.

Tax Commission erred

in determining the

amount of that gain. The Due Process and Commerce Clauses 0f the
United States Constitution require that the income 0f a business

more than one state be fairly apportioned among the
Which it operates..
Section 63-3027(s) requires an

operating in
states in

.

When

alternative formula

.

the standard formula does not “fairly

represent the extent 0f the taxpayer’s business activity in this state.”

The Decision does include a determination that the standard formula
does not fairly represent the extent of the taxpayer’s business

and on that basis it modiﬁes the assessment
proposed in the NODD. However, the alternative method adopted in
activity in this state,

the Decision continues t0 apportion to Idaho

more than a

fairly

apportioned share 0f the gain 0n the sale 0f the Blackhawk,
interests,

even

if that

income

is

taxable in Idaho.

LLC

The income

apportioned t0 Idaho does not fairly represent the extent 0f the
Plaintiffs business activity in Idaho.

R., pp. 0008-9.

At n0 point

unitary business principle.

Blackhawk,

in these allegations does

It

failed t0 assert

LLC were not unitary,

Blackhawk,

any of the following:

that the businesses

were not

Inc.

make

that

Blackhawk,

Inc.’s

t0 the relationship

Complaint, aside from stating

between the two

its

pp.

at

and

two did not

ﬂow of value.

Indeed,

ownership 0f Blackhawk, LLC, was

silent as

entities in its pleading.

Additionally, the question of Whether Blackhawk, Inc. and Blackhawk,

was never considered

Inc.

interrelated, that the

have an exchange 0f value between them, 0r that they lacked a signiﬁcant

Blackhawk,

reference to the

LLC were unitary

any point during the administrative process before the Commission.

00079 and 000100. Blackhawk,

Inc.

has consistently acted as part of the same business
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R.,

Blackhawk, LLC. In Blackhawk,

enterprise as

2010—the year

in

dispute—Blackhawk,

Blackhawk, LLC. Indeed,

LLC

Blackhawk,
It

it

Inc.

Inc.’s tax returns, including its tax return

never indicated that

as a part 0f its apportionable

income

in Idaho. R., p.

by

its

income

Inc. reported losses

it

received from Blackhawk,

LLC.

and Blackhawk,

11.

tax returns in order t0

company

subsidiary. In

R., p.

000310,

1.

Inc.

used those losses

15. Prior t0

t0 believe that

t0 offset

Blackhawk,
Blackhawk,

Inc.’s

Inc.

LLC were not unitary With one another.

Just as in the

Beco

case, the District

Court has ruled 0n an issue that was not properly

Because the unitary business issue was not “raised by the pleadings” the issue should

not have been “considered on
at 956.

its

11

from Blackhawk Real Estate Holdings, LLC,

motion for summary judgment, the Commission had n0 cause

it.

000213,

out-of-state real estate holding

even though the losses were not generated in Idaho. Blackhawk,

before

lacked unity With

also has afﬁrmatively applied the unitary business principle in

2009 and 2010, Blackhawk,

ﬁled in

has always reported the ordinary income and loss generated by

take advantage of losses generated

the

it

it

summary judgment.” Beco

The Supreme Court should reverse

Const. C0., 124 Idaho at 865, 865 P.2d

the judgment 0f the District Court

0n the unitary

business issue. The Supreme Court also should not further consider the unitary business issue as

it is

not “properly preserved for appeal.”

A. The Unitary Business Issue

Blackhawk,

Discrete

865, 865 P.2d at 956.

from the Business Income Issue Raised by

Inc.

The business income
parts

is

Id. at

issue

and the unitary business issue are not bound together as two

0f the same question. The business income principle

relationship than the unitary business principle.

is

concerned With a different

These two principles are fundamentally different

from one another and present two discrete questions.
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The Supreme Court has determined that

the

“Commerce Clause and the Due Process

Clause impose distinct but parallel limitations 0n a State’s power t0 tax out-of-state

MeadWestvaco Corp. ex
S. Ct.

rel.

Mead Corp.

v.

Illinois

.

.

minimum

.

the “the person, property 0r transaction

it

ofRevenue, 553 U.S.

’t

The Due Process Clause

1498, 1505—06, 170 L. Ed. 2d 404 (2008).

conditions: (1) a “deﬁnite link [0r]

Dep

16,

activities.”

24—25, 128

requires the following

connection” exist between the taxing state and

seeks to tax” and (2) “a rational relationship between

the tax and the values connected With the taxing State.” Id. at 24—25, 128 S. Ct. at 1505—06, 170

L. Ed.

2d 404

(internal quotations

from imposing a tax

removed). In parallel, the

commerce

that “discriminate[s] against interstate

imposing “multiple 0r unfairly apportioned taxation.”

Commerce Clause

Id. at

prohibits states

0r that burden[s]

24—25, 128

S. Ct. at

it”

by

1505—06, 170 L.

Ed. 2d 404.

Taken

together, the limits these clauses

impose 0n a

state’s right to tax a business

domiciled out of state are deﬁned in three primary relationships. The ﬁrst primary relationship,
referred to as the “nexus principle,”

is

between the

business domiciled out 0f state, the state

state

and the person

may not impose

business has “substantial nexus” With the taxing

state.

a tax

it

seeks to tax. For a

upon a business unless the

Complete Auto

Transit, Inc.

v.

Brady, 430

U.S. 274, 279, 97 S. Ct. 1076, 1079, 51 L. Ed. 2d 326 (1977). Broadly speaking, nexus exists

when

“the taxing

power exerted by the

beneﬁts given by the state—that
return.”

is,

state bears ﬁscal relation to protection, opportunities

Whether the

MeadWestvaco Corp. 553 U.S.

(internal quotations

has given anything for Which

24—25, 128

S. Ct. at

it

can ask

1505—06, 170 L. Ed. 2d 404

removed).

The second primary relationship
second relationship

at

state

and

is

is

between the

referred to as the “business

state

income

and the income

it

seeks t0 tax. This

principle.” For a corporation
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domiciled outside of the

state, the state

may not tax income unless

that

income

related t0 the trade 0r business 0f the corporation. In particular, the state

on income

arising

from two kinds of activities:

(1) “transactions

and

may

is

reasonably

only impose a tax

activity in the regular

course of the taxpayer’s trade or business,” 0r (2) “acquisition, management, 0r disposition 0f

.

.

.

property” but only if the “acquisition, management, 0r disposition constitute[d] integral or

necessary parts of the taxpayer’s trade or business operations.” Idaho Code

may not tax income

arising

from mere investment

connections t0 such income under the

The
is

third

primary relationship

Due
is

and

63-3027. The state

activity as the state does not

Process Clause.

Where

have sufﬁcient

3

between related business

referred t0 as the “unitary business principle.”

§

the other

limit the state’s ability t0 tax, this principle is expansive.

entities.

This third relationship

two principles

The Supreme Court 0f the United

States, recognizing that businesses activities are often split across multiple states

business entities, allows a state t0 disregard geographic 0r corporate divisions

tax.

MeadWestvaco Corp. 553 U.S.

at

24—25, 128

activities

1505—06, 170 L. Ed. 2d 404. The

S. Ct. at

0f a multistate enterprise” so long as the value

is

Id. at

19—25, 128

income even though the income was not earned Within

The Supreme Court 0f the United

States has

emphasized

principle and the unitary business principle are not the

With

intrastate

1505—06, 170 L. Ed. 2d 404. (internal quotations removed). Stated more plainly,

principle allows a state to tax

3

by the

not “derive[d] from

unrelated business activity Which constitutes a discrete business enterprise.”

Ct. at

and multiple

when imposing

unitary business principle permits a state t0 tax a share 0f “the value generated

and extrastate

are prohibitive

that the business

same concepts. In

its

-

15

borders.

decision in the case,

the exception that a business in the trade or business of buying and selling investments
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this third

income

would

still

business income as such transactions would be a part of the ordinary course of their trade or business.
35.01.01.332.03.

its

S.

recognize

IDAPA

Allied-Signal, Inc. Director, Division

0f Taxation, the Supreme Court had a statement

that

some

misunderstood t0 be equating the business income principle and the unitary business principle.
Allied—Signal, Inc.

v.

Din, Div. ofTaxation, 504 U.S. 768, 785-7, 112

S. Ct.

2251, 2262-3, 119 L.

Ed. 2d 533 (1992). The Supreme Court stated

We

agree that the payee and the payor need not be engaged in the

same unitary business
.

.

.

What

is

as a prerequisite t0 apportionment in all cases.

required instead

is

that the capital transaction serve

an

operational rather than an investment function.

Id. at,

785-7, 112 S. Ct. at 2262-3, 119 L. Ed. 2d 533.

Some misunderstood the Supreme

statements to be indicating that the unitary business principle

was satisﬁed

if the

Court’s

second portion

0f the business income principle was met. The misconception was that a unitary relationship
existed if the acquisition, management, or disposition of property constituted an integral 0r

necessary part 0f the taxpayer’s trade or business operations.
appellate court in the

Meadwestvaco Corporation

v.

Illinois

Lexis served an operational function in Mead’s business,

Mead and

As an example,

the intermediate

Department ofRevenue “found

that

did not address the question whether

it

Lexis formed a unitary business.” MeadWestvaco Corp, 553 U.S.

at 23,

128

S. Ct. at

1504, 170 L. Ed. 2d 404 (describing the appellate Court’s determination).

The Supreme Court 0f the United
Allied—Signal decision in

its

States corrected the inferences being

drawn from

decision in the case MeadWestvaco. In that matter the court stated:

[O]ur references t0 “operational function” in Container Corp. and
Allied—Signal were not intended to modify the unitary business
principle

the

by adding a new ground

for apportionment.

The concept

of operational function simply recognizes that an asset can be a part
0f a taxpayer’s unitary business even if What we may term a “unitary
relationship” does not exist between the “payor and payee.”
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Id. at 29,

128

S. Ct. at

1507—08, 170 L. Ed. 2d 404.

It

goes on to explain that the same relational

analysis used t0 determine if two business are sufﬁciently connected t0 be unitary

determine

if

a business

unitary With an asset.

is

The conclusion

The Court goes on

that the asset served

may be used t0

to state,

an operational function was

merely instrumental to the constitutionally relevant conclusion that
the asset

was a unitary

part of the business being conducted in the

taxing State rather than a discrete asset to Which the State had no
claim.

Id. at

29-30, 128 S. Ct. at 1508, 170 L. Ed. 2d 404. In summary, the Supreme Court concluded

that the business

income principle

is

from the unitary business principle and

discrete

not serve as grounds for determining the existence of a unitary business.

at

Id. at

that

it

does

29—30, 128 S. Ct.

1508, 170 L. Ed. 2d 404.

Each of the

three primary principles derived

can operate t0 prohibit a
concepts. In Idaho

state

Code

§

from imposing

nexus by “transacting business
interaction

be taxed on income

nexus in Idaho, or

.

.

is

.

deﬁned

if (1)

(3) if it

it is

may be taxed 0n a portion of

in subsection (a)(l), but only if it has substantial

within and without this state.” Idaho

also referenced in the rules

is

Idaho Code recognizes the interaction of these

63-3027, a “unitary corporation”

“business income,” as that phrase

same

tax.

from the Due Process and Commerce Clause

Which similarly

Code

63-3027. This

identify that a business

not unitary with What produced the income, (2)

does not have business income. See

§

it

may not

does not have

IDAPA 35.01.01 332.02,

333.03,

334.

These three principles are

distinct

even though they operate in

parallel.

As each

serve to

describe a different primary relationship, they are not interchangeable.
In the present matter,

The

District

Court erred by not limiting

income question presented by Blackhawk,

Inc.

Of these

its

review t0 the business

three primary principles, the only one
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before the Court for review

Blackhawk,

income

it

Inc. is

received

the business

is

Whether Idaho

by

is

income

prohibited

by

The

District

The question presented by
income principle from taxing the

the business

Blackhawk, LLC. The Court erred by considering the unitary

selling

business principle as that issue was unpleaded and

III.

principle.

is

a discrete issue from the question presented.

Court Erred by Deciding that Blackhawk,

Inc.’s Sale 0f

Blackhawk,

LLC Was Not Business Income.
The

District

Court erred by determining that Blackhawk, Inc.’s sale 0f Blackhawk,

was not business income. Blackhawk,

Inc. sale

LLC was business

0f Blackhawk,

because Blackhawk, Inc.’s acquisition and management of Blackhawk,
necessary part 0f its business operations. This conclusion

was merely a holding company
The business income
domiciled out 0f state
business.

if that

as

it

income

constituted a

required, even if Blackhawk, Inc.’s

has asserted.

principle

is

a prohibition on a state taxing income of a corporation

income does not reasonably

The phrase business income
(1)

is

LLC

LLC

is

deﬁned by

relate t0 the corporation’s trade 0r

statute:

“Business income” means income arising from transactions and

activity in the regular course

0f the taxpayer’s trade or business and

includes income from the acquisition, management, or disposition

of tangible

and

intangible

property

When such

acquisition,

management, 0r disposition constitutes integral or necessary
0f the taxpayer’s trade or business operations.
.

Idaho Code § 63-3027

Whether income

The

The

business income: the transactional4 test and the functional

As

is

test.

satisﬁed if the income arose from any 0f the following:

was acquired

“transactional test”

35.01.01 .332.

is

parts

.

This deﬁnition establishes two independent tests for determining

(a)(l).

functional test

(1) property that

4

is

.

as a necessary part 0f the taxpayer’s business, (2) property that

satisﬁed if the income arose in the course 0f the taxpayer’s regular business.

the functional test

is

so plainly

met

IDAPA

in this case, a transactional test analysis is not required.
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was managed

as a necessary part 0f the taxpayer’s business, 0r (3) property that

IDAPA 35.01.01.332.01,

as a necessary part 0f the taxpayer’s business.

was disposed 0f

03.

Property that “materially contributed to the production 0f business income of the trade 0r
business”

is

considered to be a necessary part 0f the taxpayer’s trade or business.

IDAPA

35.01.01.333.03.

The word “managed”
control (directly or

as

used in the functional

by delegation) 0f the property

IDAPA 35.01.01.333.02

test “refers to the oversight, direction, or

for the use 0r

(c).

In the present case, the Blackhawk, Inc. alleges that

R., p.

0005 1. The

are designed t0 hold an interest in another

is

R., p.

merely an “investment vehicle.”

it is

Court reached a similar conclusion,

District

was “a holding company 0r parent company.”

Commission

beneﬁt of the trade or business.”

000472.

it

determined that Blackhawk,

It

also notes, “Holding

company, not dispose of it.”

R., p.

holding company, the District Court’s characterization 0f its trade or business

Blackhawk,
the

it

sale

0f Blackhawk,

LLC

of Blackhawk,

LLC was

as a necessary part 0f its business. Second, the

income

that arose

As an

is

it is

merely a

not dispositive

had business income.

Inc.’s sale

income received from

companies

000472. While the

not so convinced from reviewing the history of Blackhawk, Inc. that

when determining Whether

Inc.

satisﬁes the functional test in

income

that arose

income received by

two ways.

First

from property acquired

selling

Blackhawk,

LLC was

from property managed as a necessary part 0f its business.

initial point,

Blackhawk,

LLC was

a necessary component of Blackhawk’s Inc.’s

business. Blackhawk, Inc. admitted that, prior t0 the sale of Blackhawk,

business income from Blackhawk,

through the year of the

sale,

LLC.

R., p.

000213,

11

11.

LLC,

Starting in

it

received

2004 and continuing

2010, Blackhawk, Inc. reported the ordinary income produced by
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Blackhawk, LLC’s

tactical gear as business

upwards 0f 99.8% of Blackhawk,
0003 10,

11.

LLC was

14-19.

Inc.’s

income. This business income accounted for

revenue in the years between 2004 and 2010. R.,

By producing Virtually all

p.

of Blackhawk, Inc.’s business income, Blackhawk,

a necessary part 0f Blackhawk Inc. ’s business.

The

ﬁrst reason

acquired Blackhawk,

Why the income

LLC

satisﬁes the functional test

as a necessary part

is

that

Blackhawk,

LLC was

of its business. Blackhawk,

Inc.

formed for

LLC’s only

the intent of continuing Blackhawk, Inc’s tactical gear business. Blackhawk,

purpose from formation t0 sale was t0 be the operating arm 0f the Blackhawk family 0f
businesses. Immediately following

income

for

Blackhawk

These

Blackhawk,

from the

facts

Inc.’s business.

sale

creation,

000213, ﬂ

Blackhawk,

LLC was

When Blackhawk Inc.

came from property acquired
test is satisﬁed as the

acquired as a necessary part 0f

sold Blackhawk,

LLC,

the

income

that arose

as a necessary part 0f Blackhawk Inc.’s business.

income from Blackhawk,

arose from the sale of property (Blackhawk,

Blackhawk,

LLC began producing business

11.

demonstrate that Blackhawk,

Thus, the functional

LLC

Inc. R., p.

its

LLC)

that

Inc.’s sale

was acquired

of Blackhawk,

as a necessary part of

Inc. ’s business.

The second reason why the income

managed Blackhawk, LLC

as a necessary part of its business.

president and sole owner, Mr. Noell,

LLC’s president and

satisﬁes the functional test

that

Blackhawk,

Blackhawk,

Inc.,

managed Blackhawk, LLC. He served

CEO and was a member of its board of directors.

capacity as president and

is

as

through

Inc.

its

Blackhawk,

R., pp. 000202-4. In his

CEO 0f Blackhawk, LLC, Mr. Noell was “responsible for directing the

Vision 0f Blackhawk [LLC] and overseeing

all

aspects 0f Blackhawk [LLC], With a particular
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focus on product development.” R., p. 000202. Mr. Noell, in tandem With an executive

management team,

directed

all

0f the business 0f Blackhawk, LLC. R., pp. 000278-9, 1N 2-3.

managed Blackhawk, LLC

In addition t0 Mr. Noell, Blackhawk, Inc.

indirectly through

Mr. Ferros. Scott Ferros served as an executive for both companies. Mr. Ferros served as “Vice
President (Ofﬁcer)” 0f Blackhawk, Inc. (R., p. 000199) and as

Ofﬁcer” of Blackhawk, LLC.

R., p.

000279,

11

As

2.

“VP Finance and Chief Financial

Vice president 0f ﬁnance and

CFO

Blackhawk, LLC, Mr. Ferros was responsible for “directing daily business operations.”
000279,

11

000202,

11

Under

LLC
It

legal, intellectual property,

the direction 0f the

also shortened

for

its

its

.

.

.

Blackhawk,

.

.

.

p.

000206.

new innovative products” and rapidly expanded the

“Duty Gear, Body Armor, Nylon Holster and Outdoor/Hunting Products.”
Inc.

facts

beneﬁtted from contributing

this

management

LLC which accounted for up t0 99.8%

demonstrate that Blackhawk,

Inc.’s business.

sale

When Blackhawk,

came from property managed

such, the functional test

LLC

Blackhawk,

as

it

R., p.

received business

0f all 0f its revenue. R.,

p.

14-19.

These

from the

Inc.,

U.S. production capacity to meet the increased demand.” R.,

income from Blackhawk,
11.

two executives contributed by Blackhawk,

“time-to-market on

000206. Blackhawk,

000310,

information technology, and operations functions.”

2.

“step[ped] up

demand

R., p.

Mr. Ferros speciﬁcally had “oversight 0f Blackhawk [LLC] ’s accounting, ﬁnance,

3.

human resource,
R., p.

for

is

LLC was managed as

Inc. sold

Blackhawk, LLC, the income

that arose

as a necessary part 0f Blackhawk, Inc.’s business.

As

satisﬁed as the income from Blackhawk, Inc’s sale 0f Blackhawk,

arose from the sale 0f property (Blackhawk,

Blackhawk,

a necessary part of

LLC)

that

was managed

Inc. ’s business.
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as a necessary part 0f

Since Blackhawk, Inc.’s sale 0f Blackhawk,
functional

test,

income Blackhawk,

the

as business income.

requests that the

judgment

The

Inc. received

District Court erred

Supreme Court reverse

in favor

0f Blackhawk,

LLC

from the

sale

of Blackhawk,

the District Court’s decision

Blackhawk,

this issue,

that the

LLC resulted in business

The

IV.

and asks

District

further requests that the

its

Commission asks

the

Supreme Court

it

its

by

Was Not Unitary

to reverse the District Court’s

LLC were not unitary With

Inc.

and Blackhawk,

First,

tests for

it

each other. In

erred

When

it

applied

a unitary relationship

LLC were not unitary.

Second,

entering judgment in favor 0f Blackhawk, Inc., as Blackhawk, Inc. had failed t0

burden 0f proving that

Court of the United

States.

principle

is

a constitutional concept developed

The Supreme Court recognized

allows a state t0 disregard geographic or corporate divisions

at

24—25, 128

S. Ct. at

by the Supreme

that businesses activities are often

across multiple states and multiple business entities, the

Corp, 553 U.S.

meet

was not unitary With Blackhawk, LLC.

it

The unitary business

split

Inc.

will consider the unitary business

improperly deﬁned the three

and incorrectly concluded the Blackhawk,
erred

it

conclusion on this issue, the Court erred in two ways.

the unitary business principle as

it

summary

LLC.

determination that Blackhawk, Inc. and Blackhawk,

reaching

Supreme Court

income.

Subj ect to the Court’s determination of Whether
principle issue, the

taxable

Court determine that Blackhawk, Inc.’s sale 0f

Court Erred by Deciding that Blackhawk,

with Blackhawk,

is

Which granted summary

reverse the District Court’s decision which denied the Commission’s motion for

judgment on

LLC

by determining otherwise. The Commission

The Commission

Inc.

satisﬁes the requirements 0f the

Supreme Court 0f the United

when imposing

tax.

States

MeadWestvaco

1505—06, 170 L. Ed. 2d 404. The unitary business

principle permits a state t0 tax a share 0f “the value generated
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intrastate

and extrastate

activities

of a multistate enterprise” so long as the value

Which

activity

is

not “derive[d] from unrelated business

constitutes a discrete business enterprise.” Id. at 19—25, 128 S. Ct. at 1505—06,

170 L. Ed. 2d 404 (internal quotations removed).

The Supreme Court developed

the unitary business principle to account for the

changes brought 0n by “the Industrial Revolution in the 19th century.”
at

Id. at

economic

25—29, 128

S. Ct.

1506—07, 170 L. Ed. 2d 404. The Industrial Revolution spurred the creation of companies that

spanned multiple
S. Ct. at

such as “railroad, telegraph, and express companies.”

was “generally more valuable than

its fair

the

sum of its

share 0f the value of a multistate business

borders.” Id. at 25—29, 128 S. Ct. at 1506—07, 170 L. Ed.

To ﬁx

this

25—29, 128

25—29, 128

parts;” thus, “[a] State often [could

by simply taxing

the capital within

its

2d 404.

problem, the “unitary business principle” allowed states t0 stop using

“geographic accounting” t0 determine the tax base and
Id. at

Id. at

1506—07, 170 L. Ed. 2d 404. These multistate companies posed a problem: as multistate

enterprise

not] tax

states,

S. Ct. at

start

using “the taxpayer’s business unit.”

1506—07, 170 L. Ed. 2d 404. Under

this concept, states

were able

t0

“tax an apportioned share of the value 0f that business instead 0f isolating the value attributable

to the operation

of the business Within the State.”

Id. at

25—29, 128

S. Ct. at

1506—07, 170 L. Ed.

2d 404.
Ultimately, the unitary business principle

is

a fairly simple concept: a state

may tax

a

share of a business enterprise’s income, regardless of corporate structure or Where the income

was

earned. See

IDAPA 35.01.01.340.

A. The District Court Erred by Applying the Unitary Business Principle as
Deﬁned and Used the Three Tests 0f a Unitary Relationship
In considering whether Blackhawk, Inc. and Blackhawk,

Court incorrectly applied the three judicially recognized

tests for
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it

Improperly

LLC were unitary,

the District

determining a unitary

relationship. First, the District Court erred

by not

substantively applying

two 0f the three

tests.

Second, the District Court erred by improperly deﬁning the elements 0f the

Woolworth/Container

test

and reaching the wrong conclusion when

The District Court Failed

I.

t0 Substantively

it

applied this

test.

Apply Two 0fthe Three Unitary-Business

Tests.

When the District Court commenced its unitary business

analysis

it

recognized the

existence 0f three tests that serve as independent grounds for ﬁnding a unitary relationship. R.,

p.

000482. However,

it

failed t0 apply

statements regarding these

two 0f these

tests,

three separate tests t0 guide a court’s

consideration of whether a unitary relationship exists.

The Court

0r test for a unitary business

was

Comm ’n,

When they

2d

at

v.

Dep ofRevenue,
’t

this test, the subject

and management divisions;” and

(3)

have a “unity

centralized executive force and general system of operation.” Butler Bros., 17 Cal.

678, 111 P.2d 334.

The second

test,

as identiﬁed

by the Court, comes by way of Edison California Stores

McColgan, 30 Cal.2d 472, 183 P.2d 16 (1947). That case “reafﬁrmed
test

State,

v.

“ownershipg” (2) share operations, such as

(1) share joint

“central purchasing, advertising, accounting,

its

Inc.

106 Idaho 810, 815, 683 P.2d 846, 851 (1984). Under

business entities are unitary

0f use in

stated that “[t]he ﬁrst

set forth in Butler Bros.

McColgan, 17 Cal.2d 664, 111 P.2d 334 (1941).” Albertson ’s,
State Tax

make conclusory

tests.

The Idaho Supreme Court has recognized

commonly used deﬁnition

opting instead t0

and offered” a second

state is

test for unity: “If the

operation

.

.

.

[Butler’s]

.

’s,

Ina, 106 Idaho

Edison California Stores, 30 Cal.2d 472, 183 P.2d

at

.

three unities

0f the business done Within the

dependent upon 0r contributes to the operation 0f the business without the

operations are unitary.” Albertson

.

state, the

815, 683 P.2d at 851 (1984) quoting

16.
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v.

The

third test identiﬁed

by

the Court,

United States in F. W. Woolworth Company.
102

Taxation and Revenue Department, 458 U.S. 354,

v.

3128, 73 L. Ed. 2d 819 (1982) and reiterated in Container Corporation ofAmerica

S. Ct.

Franchise Tax Board, 463 U.S. 159, 103

683 P.2d

one that was used by the Supreme Court 0f the

is

According

at 852.

S. Ct.

2933 (1983). Albertson

t0 this test, a unitary relationship exists

proﬁtability arising from the operation of the business as a

852 quoting F. W. Woolworth C0., 458 U.S. 354, 102

Whole

’s,

When

v.

Ina, 106 Idaho at 816,
“factors 0f

683 P.2d

exist.” Id. at 816,

at

3128, 73 L. Ed. 2d 819. The “factors

S. Ct.

0f proﬁtability” are “functional integration, centralization 0f management, and economies 0f
scale.” Id. at 816,

683 P.2d

852 (quoting F. W. Woolworth C0., 458 U.S. 354, 102

at

S. Ct.

3128,

73 L. Ed. 2d 819).

The Court’s recognition 0f the
codiﬁed in

Income Tax Administrative Rule 341

rule.

under any one

.

.

.

0f the judicially acceptable

tests

.

.

another of those tests does not simultaneously apply.”
In

its

It

other

tests.

states that “[u]nity

tests

has been

can be established

and cannot be denied merely because

.

IDAPA 35.01 .01.341.

decision, the District Court only substantively reviewed the Container/Woolworth

failed t0 substantively

test.

and Woolworth/Container

Butler, Edison,

a.

Under

Blackhawk,
the Butler

examine Whether a unitary relationship existed under

Inc.

test,

and Blackhawk,

Blackhawk,

joint ownership, share operations,

Inc.

LLC are

0f the

Unitary Under the Butler Test.

and Blackhawk,

and have a unity 0f use

either

LLC

are unitary as they share

in the executive force

and general

operations

The

District

Court failed t0 substantively apply

stated that “[Blackhawk, Inc.]

and Blackhawk,

LLC

this test in its decision.

The Court merely

do not share central purchasing, advertising,

accounting, a centralized executive force and general system 0f operation.” R., p. 000484.
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The

that

Blackhawk,

As

directly

it

LLC were unitary.

Blackhawk,

to shared ownership,

Inc.

and Blackhawk,

LLC

Mr. Noell owned 0r controlled 100% of Blackhawk,

to shared operations, the Butler court

accounting, and

Blackhawk,
“full

management

Inc. did not

have

Inc.

Blackhawk,

ﬁrm provided
000272,

Blackhawk,

own human resource

its

services,

executives were wholly reliant

its

and Blackhawk,

ﬁrm Wall, Einhor

Inc.

2.

LLC

It

& Chemitzer, P.C.

R., p.

counsel. R., p. 000199,

formation of Blackhawk,

is

1]

3.

LLC

Inc.

000067,

11

1.

0f use in

its

In

also shared legal

services, the requirement

centralized executive force and general

and Blackhawk,

directly, 0r indirectly

Inc. R., p.

LLC

W 2-3.

met.

system of operation, Blackhawk,

Mr. Noell owned

formation in 1993.

its

in 2004. R., pp. 000272-3,

Because of this shared use 0f centralized

to the ﬁnal element, the unity

Blackhawk,

000272, 1W 2-3. That

continued providing accounting services to both Blackhawk, Inc. and

after the

of shared operations

000279.

shared centralized accounting services

addition t0 these shared services, Blackhawk, Inc. and Blackhawk,

As

R., p.

accounting services t0 the Blackhawk business starting from

11

met.

divisions” as evidence 0f shared operations. In the present matter,

LLC

provided by the accounting

is

Inc.

used “central purchasing, advertising,

human resources department” provided by Blackhawk, LLC.

Additionally, Blackhawk,

same

are part of the

owned 78.54% of Blackhawk, LLC. The requirement 0f shared ownership

As

R., p.

applied this test because a full consideration 0f this test demonstrates

and Blackhawk,

Inc.

vertical business.

0n the

when

Court erred

District

LLC

shared a

through a trust he formed,

He

all

common

ownership interest 0f

also served as the President of Blackhawk, Inc.

“authority over ordinary decisions 0f that company, subj ect t0 oversight
Directors, of which [he]

was a member.”

executive force.

R., p.

000279,

1]
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of directors and was the President and
the growth 0f Blackhawk,

LLC’S

CEO 0f Blackhawk, LLC.

tactical gear business

R., pp. 000202-4.

He

drove

through his “ability t0 develop superior

products and market them using his large network 0f Industry contacts.” R., p. 000219. Mr.

Noell was “responsible for directing the Vision of Blackhawk [LLC] and overseeing

0f Blackhawk [LLC], With a particular focus 0n product development.” R.,
Noell in tandem With an executive management team, directed

LLC.

R., pp.

all

000202,

p.

aspects

1]

1.

Mr.

of the business of Blackhawk,

all

000278-9, 1H 2-3.

In addition to Mr. Noell, Scott Ferros also served as an executive for both companies.

Mr. Ferros served as “Vice President (Ofﬁcer)” of Blackhawk,

Inc. (R., p.

Finance and Chief Financial Ofﬁcer” 0f Blackhawk, LLC. R.,

p.

000279,

000199) and as “VP

1]

2.

In his role With

Blackhawk, LLC, Mr. Ferros was one of two executives tasked with “directing daily business
operations.” R., p.

000279

1]

[LLC]’S accounting, ﬁnance,

3.

Mr. Ferros was responsible for “oversight of Blackhawk

human resource,

technology, and operations functions.”

R., p.

legal, intellectual property,

000202,

11

2.

In addition t0 the shared executives, Blackhawk, Inc. devoted

activity t0 the

subsidiary,

Blackhawk,

LLC business.

Blackhawk Real

Taken
singular focus

Estate,

Which

Blackhawk,
it

Inc.

its

owned real

leased to Blackhawk,

and general system of operation. This conclusion

is

R., p.

its

000199, ﬂ

and Blackhawk,

5.

Inc.’s

indicate a centralized executive force

bolstered

when

considering Blackhawk,

Inc.’s near

complete reliance upon the income produced by Blackhawk,

0003 10,

14-19.

11.

only other business

estate through

LLC.

together, the shared business operations, executive staff,

on Blackhawk, LLC’s business operations

information
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LLC

for revenue. R., p.

Because Blackhawk,

Blackhawk,

Blackhawk,

Inc.

Inc.

business without the

stated that

District

because a

were

full

p.

state is

LLC

LLC had common ownership,

shared

were part 0f the same unitary business.

LLC are

Unitary Under the Edison Test.

are unitary under the Edison test as the operation

dependent upon or contributed t0 the operation 0f the

state.

Court failed to adequately apply

Blackhawk,

each other.” R.,

entities

and Blackhawk,

and Blackhawk,

0f the business done Within the

The

and Blackhawk,

had a unity 0f use, the two

operations, and

b.

Inc.

Inc.

this test in its decision.

The Court only

and Blackhawk, LLC’S “business operations are not dependent 0n

000484. As with the Butler

test,

the District Court erred in applying this test

consideration of this test demonstrates that Blackhawk, Inc. and Blackhawk,

LLC

unitary.

Blackhawk, LLC’s
facility that

in-state operation consisted

of operating a large factory and shipping

served as Blackhawk, LLC’s “West Coast operation center.” R., p. 000206. The

Idaho based factory contributed to the out 0f state business by “shorten[ing] the time-to-market”

0f its products and “reduc[ing] production lead times.” R.,
contributed to the out 0f state business

ship products.

At

its

peak, this

by using

this

p.

it

processed—comprised more

than $20 million worth of property in Idaho and accounted for more than

its

also

Idaho factory t0 assemble, warehouse, and

warehouse—and the inventory

Blackhawk, LLC’s property across

LLC

000206. Blackhawk,

entire business. R., p.

000312,

1.

47%

9.

0f all of

“The

.

.

.

Boise

factory greatly complement[ed Blackhawk, LLC’s] back—end capabilities and a110w[ed] for a

signiﬁcant step up in U.S. production capacity t0 meet the increased

demand

.

.

.

for

BlackHaWk

products.” R., p. 000206.

The business operations 0f Blackhawk,
dependent upon

this in-state operation.

of Idaho contributed to and were

Inc. outside

Initially, at

Blackhawk, LLC’s formation, Blackhawk,
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Inc. contributed all assets,

and everything

else that

employees, technical information, processes, research, development,

made up

the

Blackhawk

tactical gear business. R., p.

Blackhawk, LLC’s business, including the business’s expansion into Idaho
possible

by this

initial

Blackhawk,
in-state business.

contribution 0f the

Blackhawk

Inc.’s also contributed

00068,

in 2007,

1]

2.

were made

tactical gear business.

two-key executives Who beneﬁtted Blackhawk, LLC’s

Mr. Noell, drove the demand that made expansion into Idaho necessary by

“develop[ing] superior products” and through his ability to “market [those products] using his

large

network of Industry contacts.”

R., p.

000219. The Idaho

facility

was

also dependent

upon

Mr. Noell as he was “responsible for directing the Vision 0f Blackhawk [LLC] and overseeing

all

aspects 0f Blackhawk [LLC], with a particular focus 0n product development.” R., p. 000202, ﬂ
1.

Mr. Noell in tandem with an executive management team, directed

Blackhawk, LLC.

0f the business 0f

R., pp. 000278-9, 1H] 2-3.

Blackhawk,

Inc. also contributed Scott Ferros.

(Ofﬁcer)” of Blackhawk, Inc. (R.,

0f Blackhawk, LLC. R.,

Blackhawk,

all

p.

p.

000279,

Mr. Ferros served as “Vice President

000199) and as “VP Finance and Chief Financial Ofﬁcer”

1]

2.

Just as with Mr. Noell, the Idaho operations 0f

LLC were dependent upon Mr.

Ferros’s direction 0f the Blackhawk,

LLC business.

Mr. Ferros was one of two executives tasked with “directing daily business operations.”

Mr. Ferros was also responsible for “oversight of Blackhawk [LLC] ’s accounting,

000279,

1]

ﬁnance,

human

3.

resource, legal, intellectual property, information technology, and operations

functions.” R., p. 000202,

In addition t0

operation as

was

R., p.

it

its

1]

2.

contribution of executives, Blackhawk, Inc. depended

comprised a signiﬁcant driver of the Blackhawk,

Virtually entirely dependent

upon

the

Inc. revenue.

upon

this in-state

Blackhawk,

Inc.

income produced by Blackhawk, LLC, relying upon
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it

for

99.8% of its

total revenue.

R., p.

0003 10,

assembled, warehoused, and sold from

11.

14-19.

The considerable amount of inventory

Idaho facility—comprising

its

at its

Blackhawk, LLC’s property—signiﬁcantly contributed t0 the revenue

LLC’S

contribution t0 Blackhawk, Inc.

“signiﬁcant[ly] step[ped] up.

.

.

is

also evidenced

by the

it

fact the

U.S. production capacity t0 meet

.

.

.

peak

47%

of all 0f

received. Blackhawk,

Idaho

facility

increased demand.” R., p.

000206.

Because the
Blackhawk,

in-state activity

Inc. contributed t0

unitary under the Edison

LLC

and the out of state

While the

activity

and depended upon one another, the two business

0f

entities

were

test.

The District Court Misapplied the Woolworth/Com‘ainer

2.

the

of Blackhawk,

District

Test.

Court correctly identiﬁed the three factors 0f proﬁtability deﬁned by

Supreme Court 0f the United

States,

it

failed t0 properly

deﬁne the

factors.

The

“factors 0f

proﬁtability” are “functional integration, centralization 0f management, and economies 0f scale.”

Albertson

102

’s,

Ina, 106 Idaho

S. Ct. 3 128,

at 816,

683 P.2d

at

852 quoting F. W. Woolworth Ca, 458 U.S. 354,

73 L. Ed. 2d 819. The District Court’s interpretation of the factors

is

incomplete and does not reﬂect the deﬁnition of these factors found in Idaho’s Income Tax
Administrative Rules.

a.

Blackhawk,

Inc.

and Blackhawk,

LLC were Functionally Integrated.

“Functional integration refers t0 transfers between, 0r pooling among, business activities
that signiﬁcantly affect the operation

of the business

activities.”

Examples of this kind of transferring or pooling “includes, but
pooling

of:

o

“products or services,”

o

“technical information,”

0

“marketing information,”
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is

IDAPA

35.01 .01 342.01.

not limited t0” the transfers 0r

“distribution systems,’

9

“purchasing,”
“patents,”

“trademarks,”
“service marks,”

“copyrights,”
“trade secrets,”

“know-how,”
“formulas,” and
“processes.”

IDAPA 35.01 .01.342.01. N0

speciﬁc combination 0f transfers 0r pooling

is

required t0 establish

functional integration.

The
factor

is:

Court erred in deﬁning

District

this factor

0f proﬁtability as

“Factors that demonstrate such functional integration

undertaken

at

arm’s length or the sharing 0f finances.” R.,

p.

is

0f the

between business

entities, this

deﬁnition of this

a history 0f transaction not

000482. While a history 0f

transactions not undertaken at arm’s length 0r the sharing 0f ﬁnances

the pooling or transferring

its

evidence

is

may provide

evidence for

not a sufﬁcient deﬁnition

factor.

The

rule provides several

examples provided
b.

.

.

.

examples 0f what constitutes functional integration, one of the

states:

Transfers 0r pooling 0f technical information or intellectual

property, such as patents, copyrights, trademarks and service marks,
trade

secrets,

processes

or

formulas,

know-how,

research,

0r

When

the

development, provide evidence 0f functional integration
matter transferred

Thus the

transfer or pooling

signiﬁcant t0 the businesses’ operations. (4-6-05)

is

of technical information, trade

how, research, or development

is

secrets, process 0r formulas,

sufﬁcient to determine that functional integration exists.

In the present case, Blackhawk, Inc. and Blackhawk,

they transferred between, 0r pooled
process 0r formulas,

know how,

know-

among themselves,

LLC were

functionally integrated as

technical information, trade secrets,

research, or development. In particular, at the formation 0f
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Blackhawk, LLC, Blackhawk,

Inc. contributed all

technical information to Blackhawk,

Following

this initial contribution,

Blackhawk,

Inc.

Who had

of its

Blackhawk,

Inc.

by sharing executive

and Blackhawk,

LLC

continued t0

staff responsible for product

considerable experience in directing tactical gear businesses.

and Blackhawk,

Mr. Noell, as a former Navy

LLC

shared two key executives: Mr. Noell and Mr. Ferros.

SEAL had a “large network of industry contacts” which he

leveraged to drive the growth 0f Blackhawk,

LLC’s

tactical gear business.

Noell also had an “ability t0 develop superior products,” (R.,
for directing the Vision

all

LLC.

transfer or p001 technical information

development and

0f its net assets which included

0f Blackhawk [LLC] and overseeing

With a particular focus 0n product development.” R.,

p.

p.

all

R., p.

000219. Mr.

000219) and was “responsible
aspects of Blackhawk [LLC],

000202,

1]

1.

By the time

0f the sale 0f

Blackhawk, LLC, Mr. Noell had over 17 years of experience in researching and developing
tactical gear

equipment and in directing the

affairs

0f a

tactical gear business.

Mr. Ferros was similarly experienced in directing a

working for Blackhawk,

Oregon

(a competitor

Inc.

tactical gear business.

and Blackhawk, LLC, Mr. Ferros “served as

CFO

Before

for Michael’s 0f

of Blackhawk Products) and ha[d] over 15 years 0f CFO and public

accounting experience.” Additionally, “Mr. Ferros holds a Bachelors of Business Administration

and Accounting from Western Michigan University, and
Portland, and

is

MBA in Finance from the University of

a Certiﬁed Public Accountant.” R., p. 000202. In his role With Blackhawk,

Mr. Ferros was one 0f two executives tasked with “directing daily business operations.”

R., p.

Mr. Ferros was responsible for “oversight of Blackhawk [LLC]’s accounting,

000279,

1]

ﬁnance,

human

3.

LLC,

resource, legal, intellectual property, information technology, and operations

functions.” R., p. 000202,

1]

2.
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Between
Blackhawk,

Inc.

this

shared executive staff and Blackhawk, Inc.’s

and Blackhawk,

initial contribution,

LLC transferred 0r pooled technical

information between them.

This transferring or pooling between the entities afﬁrmatively demonstrates that Blackhawk, Inc.

LLC were functionally integrated.

and Blackhawk,
b.

Blackhawk,

Inc.

and Blackhawk,

“Centralization of management exists

LLC had Centralized Management.

when

directors, ofﬁcers, or other

management

employees jointly participate in the management decisions that affect the respective business
activities

and

that

may also

35.01 .01.342.02. The

entity,

operate t0 the beneﬁt 0f the entire economic enterprise.”

ﬂow 0f the management can be

from a subsidiary

entity to a parent entity,

from any combination 0f the foregoing.”
0f management

IDAPA

from a “parent

from one

IDAPA

entity to a subsidiary

(1) subsidiary entity t0 another

.

.

.

0r

35.01.01 342.02. Crucially, “[c]entralization

may exist even When day-to-day management responsibility and

accountability

has been decentralized, s0 long as the management has an ongoing operational role With respect
t0 the business activities.”

IDAPA 35.01.01 342.02.

This “ongoing operational role” can

manifest as “mandates, consensus building, 0r an overall operational strategy 0f the business, or

any other mechanism

The

District

that establishes joint

management.”

Court erred by deﬁning

IDAPA 35.01.01 342.02.

this factor too narrowly.

The

District Court

overly focused 0n whether Mr. Noell directed the daily operations 0f Blackhawk,
that

Mr. Noell’s participation in a management team that jointly ran Blackhawk,

sufﬁciently insulated

him from the business

operations 0f Blackhawk,

LLC.

became
It

found

LLC

LLC to ﬁnd that the

business entities did not have centralized management. R., p. 000483. In making this
determination, the District Court erred as “[C]entralizati0n 0f management

may exist even When

day—to-day management responsibility and accountability has been decentralized.”
35.01.01.342.02.
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IDAPA

Blackhawk,

and Blackhawk,

Inc.

LLC had centralized management.

Blackhawk,

Inc.

shared two key executives between the business that participated in directing the business of both

companies. Mr. Noell, as

full

owner and president of Blackhawk,

ordinary decisions of” Blackhawk, Inc. R., p. 000279,

LLC’S president and
president and

overseeing

R., p.

all

000202,

1]

Inc.,

Mr. Noell also served as Blackhawk,

4.

CEO and was a member 0f its board 0f directors.

CEO, Mr. Noell was

In his capacity as

“responsible for directing the Vision of Blackhawk [LLC] and

aspects 0f Blackhawk [LLC], with a particular focus on product development.”

1}

1.

Mr. Noell, working with an executive management team, directed

business of Blackhawk,

LLC.

R., pp.

“VP Finance and Chief Financial Ofﬁcer” 0f Blackhawk, LLC.
president of ﬁnance and chief ﬁnancial ofﬁcer, Mr. Ferros
“directing” Blackhawk,

LLC’s

R., p.

11

000199) and as

2.

1]

3.

leveraging the contacts he

made

as a

And Mr.

Navy SEAL

the Vice

human resource,
R., p.

management

000202,

legal,

1]

responsibilities, the

was

LLC by developing “superior products”
to

2.

market Blackhawk, LLC’s

and

tactical gear

Ferros “he1p[ed] establish the framework for Blackhawk

[LLC]’S back ofﬁce infrastructure.” R.,
together, the

As

Mr. Ferros was

other contributions to the business enterprise. Mr. Noell

responsible for driving the growth 0f Blackhawk,

business. R., p. 000219.

000279,

and operations functions.”

In addition t0 these shared executive functions and daily

made

Inc. (R., p.

“daily business operations.” R., p. 000279,

intellectual property, information technology,

also

0f the

was one of two executives tasked with

responsible for “oversight of Blackhawk [LLC] ’s accounting, ﬁnance,

two executives

all

000278-9, 1H 2-3.

Mr. Ferros served as “Vice President (Ofﬁcer)” of Blackhawk,

Taken

had “authority over

management

p.

000202.

responsibilities

and special contributions of the shared

executive staff between Blackhawk, Inc. and Blackhawk,

LLC
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evidence that the two

entities’

“directors [and] ofﬁcers

.

.

.

respective business activities and

enterprise.”

management

jointly participate[d] in the

As such Blackhawk,

.

.

.

.

also operate[d] to the beneﬁt of the entire

Inc.

and Blackhawk,

LLC were

The Joint Operations Between Blackhawk,
Economies ofScale.

c.

decisions

The phrase, “[e]conomies of scale

refers t0 a

.

.

.

centrally

LLC Produced

decrease in the average per unit cost 0f

by

As an example, shared

In

its

proﬁtability.

line

t0

IDAPA

“administrative functions, such as legal services,

payroll services, pension and other employee beneﬁt administration

degree 0f economies of scale.”

IDAPA

“the inherent cost savings that arise

from the presence of functional integration or centralization 0f management.”
35.01.01.342.03.

affect[ing] the

economic

operational 0r administrative functions due to the increase in operational size.”

35.01 .01.342.03. Economies 0f scale can be evidenced

.

managed.

and Blackhawk,

Inc.

.

.

.

.

may result in some

IDAPA 35.01.01.342.03(b).

decision, the District Court failed t0 use the proper deﬁnition for this factor 0f

The

Court deﬁned the economies 0f scale

District

of business.” R.,

p.

000483. In using

“[being] engaged in the

this third factor

of proﬁtability.

In this matter, the joint business operations of Blackhawk, Inc. and Blackhawk,

produced economies 0f scale. As Blackhawk,
of its own,
Ferros.

it

did not have

own human resource

These executives were wholly

by Blackhawk,

Wall, Einhor

reliant

on the

Inc.

“full

its

executives, Mr. Noell and Mr.

human resources department” provided

services. R., p.

000279. Blackhawk,

shared centralized accounting services provided by the accounting

& Chemitzer, P.C.

Blackhawk business

R., p.

starting

000272, 1N 2-3. That

from

its

LLC has

have signiﬁcant business operations

services to

LLC to provide any human resources

and Blackhawk,

t0 the

its

Inc. did not

same

Court has mistaken the conclusion

this deﬁnition, the

be reached by conducting a unitary business analysis with

as:

ﬁrm provided

formation in 1993. R.,
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p.

LLC

ﬁrm

accounting services

000272,

1]

2.

It

continued

LLC

providing these accounting services to both Blackhawk, Inc. and Blackhawk,

formation of Blackhawk,
services,

Blackhawk,

LLC

Inc.

in 2004. R., pp.

and Blackhawk,

LLC

000272-3, 1W 2-3.) In addition t0 these shared
also shared legal counsel. R., p. 000199,

Each of the shared administrative functions between Blackhawk,

LLC

administrative functions of these

Blackhawk,

3.

and Blackhawk,

IDAPA 35.01 .01 342.03. Taken as

two business

a whole, the shared

entities indicate that the joint operations

0f

and Blackhawk, LLC’s produced economies 0f scale.

Inc.

Blackhawk,

d.

Integrated,

Blackhawk,

Inc.

Inc. and Blackhawk, LLC were Unitary as They Were Functionally
Shared Centralized Management, and Had Economies ofScale.

and Blackhawk,

LLC were

functionally integrated, shared centralized

management, and had economies of scale. Because each 0f these
identiﬁed by the Woolworth/Container test

Blackhawk,
3.

Inc.

11

evidence an “inherent costs savings that arises from the presence 0f functional integration

and centralization of management.”

that

after the

Inc.

and Blackhawk,

is

satisﬁed, there

is

factors

0f proﬁtability

sufﬁcient evidence to conclude

LLC were unitary.

Because Each offhe Three Testsfor Unity are Satisﬁed, the District ’s Determination
Regarding this Issue Must Be Reversed.

The undisputed

facts

of this case demonstrate that Blackhawk,

were unitary under any of the three
under any one

.

.

.

tests

Inc.

and Blackhawk,

of a unitary relationship. As “[u]nity can be established

0f the judicially acceptable

tests

.

.

.

and cannot be denied merely because

another of those tests does not simultaneously apply,” the District Court erred

Blackhawk,

Inc.

Commission

and Blackhawk,

requests that the

determined that Blackhawk,

by concluding

that

LLC were not unitary. IDAPA 35.01 .01.341. The

Supreme Court reverse

Inc.

LLC

and Blackhawk,

the decision of the District Court

LLC were not unitary.
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Which

The

B.

Inc.

Court Erred in Determining a Lack 0f a Unitary Business as Blackhawk,
Did Not Meet its Burden 0f Proof.
District

Blackhawk,

was a

Inc. did not present sufﬁcient

discrete business enterprise

evidence to satisfy

from Blackhawk,

LLC

its

and thus the

burden of proving that

District Court erred

it

by

entering judgment in Blackhawk, Inc. ’s favor on this issue.

When a party argues that it lacks
party bears the burden 0f proving that
t0 the” in-state business.

100

S. Ct.

a unitary relationship with an in-state business, that

its

“income was earned

Mobil Oil Corp.

v.

in the course

Comm ’r OfTaxes 0f Vermont,

0f activities unrelated

445 U.S. 425, 439,

1223, 1232, 63 L. Ed. 2d 510 (1980).

“In the absence 0f any proof 0f discrete business enterprise,” the state

conclude that” a unitary relationship
In the

Mobil

case,

exists. Id. at

Vermont sought

Corporation’s (“Mobil”) subsidiaries.

York—engaged

in

“entitled t0

is

439, 100 S. Ct. at 1232—33, 63 L. Ed. 2d 510.

income produced by some of Mobil Oil

t0 tax

Mobil—a corporation

organized and domiciled in

an “integrated petroleum business, ranging from exploration

.

.

.

New

to

production, reﬁning, transportation, and distribution and sale 0f petroleum.” Id. at 428, 100 S. Ct.

at

1227, 63 L. Ed. 2d 5 10.

It

conducted

much 0f its

business, both domestic and foreign, through

“wholly and partly owned subsidiaries and afﬁliates.”
conducted business in Vermont, however Mobil
marketing” business
subsidiaries

in—state. Id.

from Vermont’s taxation claiming

Vermont—based business

The United

State

of-state subsidiaries

appellant

Mobil sought

activity. Id. at

were not unitary With

must show

.

.

.

is

its

None 0f these

itself maintained a

to exclude the

S. Ct. at

“Wholesale and

income produced by

retail

its

that

Mobil bore the burden of proving

The Court

income was earned
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in-state business.

that the [subsidiary]

subsidiaries 0r afﬁliates

that the subsidiaries lacked unity with

437, 100

Supreme Court found

Id.
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stated that

in the course

that

its

“What

0f activities

out-

unrelated to the sale ofpetroleum products in [Vermont].” Id. at 439, 100 S. Ct. at 1232, 63 L.

Ed. 2d 510. Mobil failed t0 meet this burden as

it

“made n0

effort to

demonstrate that the

foreign operations of its subsidiaries and afﬁliates are distinct in any business or economic sense

from

its

petroleum sales

Vermont.”

activities in

Id.

The Court ruled, “In

the absence of any

proof of discrete business enterprise, Vermont was entitled t0 conclude that the dividend
income’s foreign source did not destroy the requisite nexus With in-state

The Tennessee Supreme Court

Blue Bell Creameries

in its decision in

a useful example 0f how the Mobil standard applies in a scenario
before the Court. 333 S.W.3d 59, 72 (Tenn. 201
question to the one presented t0 the Court:
activity unitary With

The

a holding

is

an operating company.

1).

Id.

activities.” Id.

more akin

v.

Roberts provides

t0 the

one presently

parties t0 that case presented a similar

company that has

limited business

The Tennessee Supreme Court recognized

dicta that the different tests of unity are “ill-suited for assessing

.

.

.

in

[the unitary] relationship

[of the] tests require a comparison 0f the relationship of the separate business

because

all

entities’

business operations.”

Id.

It

however applied the unitary business

principle in that case,

starting—as the Court in Mobil did—with determining whether the party claiming a lack of unity

had proffered sufﬁcient evidence

The
that

its

plaintiff in

meets

its

burden 0f proof.

Blue Bell, Blue Bell Creameries,

holding company parent,

presented evidence that
72.

t0

LP

(“Blue Bell”), presented evidence

BBC USA, maintained “a separate corporate” identity.

It

also

BBC USA did “not conduct any business operations of its own.” Id.

Blue Bell argued that because

at

BBC USA lacked business activity it could not possibly have

“(1) unity of ownership; (2) unity of operation as evidenced

by

central purchasing, advertising,

accounting and management divisions; and (3) unity 0f use 0f its centralized executive force and
general system of operation.” Id. quoting Barclays

Bank PLC v. Franchise Tax Bd. 512 U.S.
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298, 304

n. 1,

114

2268, 129 L. Ed. 2d 244 (1994).

S. Ct.

The Tennessee high court found

0f separate corporate

that evidence

and a lack

identities

of business activity was not evidence for a lack 0f unity. The Tennessee court reasoned that a
taxpayer’s evidence that a holding

company “does not conduct any business” does not

afﬁrmatively establish that the holding

company was

a discrete business enterprise. Id.

It

concluded, “Our review of the record reveals no clear and cogent evidence showing that

USA operates a business

enterprise that

the Tennessee court found that the state

is

discrete

was

from

0f Taxpayer.”

that

Id.

BBC

Just as in Mobil,

entitled to conclude that a unitary relationship

existed. Id.

The burden 0f proof established by the Supreme Court of the United

by the Tennessee Supreme Court has
decision in Albertson

’s,

Inc.

v.

also

been applied by the Idaho Supreme Court in

Idaho Supreme Court’s decision in that case,

it

burden of proof was actually upon Albertson’s

Albertson

As

’S,

Ina, 106 Idaho

quoted from the Mobil decision and
[the taxpayer] to

its

683 P.2d

stated,

“The

prove the decision of the Tax

that a unitary business relationship existed,

at 814,

and applied

Department ofRevenue, State Tax Commission. In the

State

Commission,” Which concluded

States

“was

incorrect.”

at 850.

it

was

not unitary with Blackhawk, LLC.

Much like the plaintiff in the Blue Bell case, Blackhawk,

Inc.

has primarily relied 0n the fact that

it

that

it

relates to the matter at hand,

Blackhawk,

Inc.

Blackhawk,

was a

bore the burden of proving that

Inc.

distinct business entity

lacked signiﬁcant business activity.

It

from Blackhawk,

provided statements t0

Inc.

and

this effect in

the declaration of Mr. Noell that state that Blackhawk, Inc. “satisﬁed corporate formalities” that

were

distinct

from Blackhawk, LLC.

“[Blackhawk,

Inc.]

was not engaged

R., p.

in

000279,

11

4.

Mr. Noell also declared

any active business.”
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000279,

1]

4.

that

Just as With the

Plaintiff in

Blue Bell, Blackhawk,

activity cannot possibly

Blackhawk,

Inc. argues t0 the court that a business that lacks business

be unitary.

Inc.’s evidence

of a lack of business activity

is

of maintaining separate corporate

not evidence for a lack of unity.

identities

its

evidence

A taxpayer’s evidence that a

holding

company “does not conduct any business” does not afﬁrmatively

holding

company was a

establish that the

Blue Bell Creameries, LP, 333 S.W.3d

discrete business enterprise.

72. Consistent with the rule expressed in Albertson

and

’s

and

at

in Mobile, Idaho is entitled to conclude

that a unitary relationship existed. Id. at 72.

Because Blackhawk,

Inc. failed to

meet

its

burden of proving

Blackhawk, LLC, the District Court erred by ﬁnding for Blackhawk,

Commission
Blackhawk,
C.

The

requests that the

Inc.

Supreme Court reverse

As

lacked unity With

Inc.

on

this issue.

The

the District Court’s determination that

was not unitary with Blackhawk, LLC.

District Court’s Determination that

Not Unitary

it

Is

Blackhawk,

Inc.

and Blackhawk,

LLC Were

Not Generally Consistent with the Unitary Business Concept.

the facts 0f this case s0 strongly evidence close historical and operational

relationships

between Blackhawk,

ﬁnding them

to

be unitary.

It

Inc.

and Blackhawk, LLC, the

District

Court erred by not

would represent bad tax policy to consider such closely tied

businesses to not have a unitary relationship.

The unitary business
structure a close operational

attempt t0 characterize

P.2d

at 852.

make

it

principle

is

meant

to

be ﬂexible enough so that “a company cannot

and unitary relationship with a subsidiary and then prevail

as a ‘passive investment.” Albertson

’s,

that “corporations can[]

non-unitary passive investments in genuinely separate and distinct corporations.”

T0 balance

an

Ina, 106 Idaho at 816, 683

However, the inquiry should also be robust enough so

816, 683 P.2d at 852.

in

Id. at

these considerations, a court’s analysis 0f Whether two business
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entities are unitary

should shy away from being just a

application 0f the three tests for

strict

unity. Instead, a court should allow those tests to guide

as

it

it

conducts a robust examination of

the facts and circumstances of the case.

In the present matter the facts 0f the case fully evidence the existence 0f a unitary

relationship

by the

close historical and operational relationship between Blackhawk, Inc. and

Blackhawk, LLC. Far from being some disinterested investor, Blackhawk,
tied t0

Blackhawk, LLC. From

for

tactical gear business.

its

from a Virginia garage
this ten-year period,

Its

its

was intimately

inception in 1993, nearly everything Blackhawk, Inc. did

Blackhawk,

Inc.,

driven by

its

Inc.

was wholly focused 0n

singular focus did not change

When Blackhawk,

was

founder, Mr. Noell, rapidly grew

into a multi-state, million-dollar business. R., pp.

Blackhawk,

Inc.

its

Inc.

0001 10 and 219. Over

tactical gear business.

formed Blackhawk,

LLC t0 take

over the daily operations in 2004. A11 of Blackhawk, Inc.’s activity remained focused 0n the

Blackhawk

tactical gear business.

It

contributed two executives t0 Blackhawk,

LLC, Mr. Noell

and Mr. Ferros who directed the research, development and daily operations of the

company.

R., p.

000202,

involvement With the

W

1-2.

The contribution and ongoing

tactical gear business

was

facilitation

tactical gear

of Mr. Noell’s

particularly important as his “ability t0 develop

superior products” and his “large network of Industry contacts”

was

critical to the tactical

gear

business’s growth. R., p. 000219. Additionally, Blackhawk, Inc.’s only other business activity

was

also focused

0n Blackhawk, LLC. Blackhawk,

Inc. directed its other subsidiary,

Real Estate, to lease property to Blackhawk, LLC. R.,

Blackhawk,

Inc.’s activity

In return for

its

of its income from the

was dedicated

t0

p.

Blackhawk

000199. In sum, the entirety 0f

Blackhawk, LLC.

dedication t0 Blackhawk,
tactical gear business.

LLC, Blackhawk,

Inc. received Virtually

As an example of this,
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in 2009,

Blackhawk,

100%

LLC

generated $10,496,500 of income for Blackhawk, Inc. R., p. 0003 10,
21. In comparison,

from

all

existed.

R., p.

000310,

LLC made up 99.8%

Blackhawk,

Inc.

income

conceded

that

taxable 0n the ordinary income produced

afﬁrmatively took the position that

on

its

returns

Blackhawk Real
Taken

when it

offset

Estate. R., p.

it

its

The income Blackhawk,

was

it

Inc. reported the

income

in Idaho. R., p.

000213,

by the

its

LLC

LLC

Throughout

11.

this

15 and R., p. 0001 14,

1.

Inc. also

and Blackhawk Real

out-of-state losses

produced by

15.

together, this evidence 0f Blackhawk, Inc.’s historical

with Blackhawk,

11

received from

Blackhawk,

tactical gear business.

unitary With Blackhawk,

1.

it

tie

was unitary With Blackhawk, LLC and was

Idaho income With

000310,

Inc. received

has even recognized that this close operational

Inc., in its tax returns,

Blackhawk,

14-19.

of its gross revenue in 2009.

LLC t0 be taxable business

entire period,

Estate

11.

From 2004 through 2010, Blackhawk,

Blackhawk,

1.

other sources combined, Blackhawk, Inc. received $18,948 in

income and $404,472 of loss.
from Blackhawk,

14 and R., p. 0003 19,

1.

and operational relationship

demonstrates a company With “a close operational and unitary

relationship with a subsidiary.” Albertson

’s,

Ina, 106 Idaho

at 816,

683 P.2d

at

852.

both be bad precedent and bad tax policy to uphold Blackhawk, Inc. ’s attempt to have

It

would

this

relationship considered a “passive investment.” Id. at 816, 683 P.2d at 852.

Because the
Blackhawk,

Inc.

totality

0f the

and Blackhawk,

facts

and circumstances of this case

LLC were unitary,

Court reverse the District Court’s determination on
determination regarding whether
the Court

ﬁnd that Blackhawk,

it

Inc.

the

Commission requests

this issue.

-
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Supreme

Commission requests

LLC were unitary.
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that the

Subj ect to this Court’s

Will consider the unitary issue, the

and Blackhawk,

fully indicate that

that

The

V.

District Court’s Determination that

Sale of Blackhawk,

The

Blackhawk, Inc. is Not Taxable 0n
Opens a Poorly Considered Tax Loophole.

LLC

District Court’s decision stands for the proposition that a holding

its

company With n0

business activity cannot be unitary With a subsidiary. This conclusion creates a loophole in
Idaho’s tax law that will effectively allow out-of—state businesses and out-of-state individuals to

avoid paying tax 0n the sale of an in-state partnership, despite the State’s provision 0f
“protection, opportunities

and beneﬁts”

25, 128 S. Ct. at 1505—06, 170 L. Ed.

As

is

t0 the partnership.

MeadWestvaco Corp, 553 U.S.

its

24—

2d 404.

described in this brief, presently an out-of-state corporation

paying tax 0n

at

is

responsible for

share 0f income arising from the sale 0f interest in an in-state partnership, so

long as the nexus principle, unitary business principle, and business income principle are

Code

satisﬁed. See Idaho

§

63-3027. Likewise, out-of—state individuals are also responsible for

Idaho Code

paying tax 0n the sale 0f interest in an

in-state partnership.

requires that an out—of—state individual

pay income tax 0n “[g]ains

partnership interest

.

.

.

to the extent

of the partnership’s

.

.

.

.

.

.

§

63-3026A

from the

sale

(3)(a)(Vii)

.

.

.

of a

apportionment factor in the taxable

year immediately preceding the year of sale.” Thus, under the State’s current policy, out-of-state

taxpayer’s—whether businesses 0r individuals—are responsible for paying tax 0n an apportioned
share of the income they received from the sale 0f a partnership interest.

The

District Court’s decision

would only need
t0

t0 set

up a

would

effectively eviscerate this requirement as a taxpayer

shell corporation

between themselves and the asset they Wish

be insulated from taxation. In the present matter, Mr. Noell

would have been required
had

directly sold the

to recognize

Blackhawk,

LLC

is

income under Idaho Code
ownership

interest.

to sell

an out-of-state individual

§

63-3026A

Who

(3)(a)(vii) if he

However, by conducting the

sale

through his holding company intermediary, the alchemy of the District Court’s decision renders
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this

otherwise taxable income as non-taxable.

By ﬁnding that a holding company with no

business activity can never be unitary With a subsidiary, the District Court has opened a loophole
in Idaho

Code §§ 63-3026A and 63-3027.

This avoidance of taxation can be further reﬁned by a taxpayer. While in this case, Mr.

Noel]

still

paid tax in Virginia resulting from the sale of Blackhawk,

LLC,

other taxpayers can

Wholly avoid taxation. Under the logic of the District Court, an out-of—state business or out-ofstate individual

could form a holding company under the laws of a state that has no income

such as Nevada. Under such a scenario, a business 0r individual could escape
sale

all

taxation

tax—

on the

of a business.

The Commission urges

the

Supreme Court

creates a loophole in Idaho’s tax code

the sale of an in-state partnership

t0 overturn the District Court’s decision as

which—if exploited—would nullify Idaho’s

by an

it

ability to tax

out-of-state partner.

CONCLUSION
In determining this case, the District Court erred

and Blackhawk,
Inc.

and the

issue

LLC were unitary. The unitary business

District

by considering whether Blackhawk,
issue

Court should never have addressed that

was not properly preserved

for review.

Inc.

was not pleaded by Blackhawk,

issue.

Beyond reversing

As

such, the unitary business

the District’s Courts opinion

on

the unitary business matter, the Court does not need t0 consider the unitary business principle.

The

District

Court also erred by determining that Blackhawk, Inc.’s sale 0f Blackhawk,

LLC was nonbusiness

income. Blackhawk, Inc. acquired and managed Blackhawk,

necessary part of its trade 0r business between 2004 and 2010.

By selling its

LLC

as a

interest in

Blackhawk, LLC, Noel Industries sold a necessary component 0f its business and thereby
recognized business income. The Commission asks for the Supreme Court to reverse the District
Court’s determination that Blackhawk, Inc.’s sale of Blackhawk,
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LLC was nonbusiness

income.

Additionally, the District Court erred

initial

when applying the

matter, the District Court failed to substantively apply

unitary business

two 0f the three

test.

tests.

As an

The

application of the Butler and Edison tests demonstrates a unitary relationship as Blackhawk, Inc.

and Blackhawk,
unities: unity

The

LLC

to

one another and satisﬁed the three

0f ownership, unity 0f operation, and unity of use.

District

appropriately

depended upon and contributed

Court also erred When

deﬁne the elements of the

As Blackhawk,

Inc.

it

applied the Woolworth/Container test as

test or

reach the right conclusion

LLC were functionally integrated,

and Blackhawk,

management, and produced economies of scale, the two business

when

it

did not

applying the

test.

had centralized

entities

were part of the same

unitary business. Subject to Whether this Court will consider the unitary business issue, the

Commission asks

that the

Supreme Court reverse

deﬁnitions for a unitary business.

Blackhawk,

It

the District Court’s error

Commission asks

that this matter

0f a unitary business.

be remanded to the District Court for

further proceedings as there remains an undetermined issue concerning

tax liability

is

the proper

asks that the Court determine that Blackhawk, Inc. and

LLC were unitary pursuant with the three tests

Finally, the

by using

how Blackhawk,

Inc. ’s

calculated.
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